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Interdependence in active mobility adoption: Joint modelling and motivational 
spill-over in walking, cycling and bike-sharing 
Active mobility, traditionally referring to modes requiring physical activity to operate, offers 
an array of physical, emotional, and social well-being benefits. However, with the 
proliferation of the sharing economy, new nonmotorized means of transport are entering the 
fold, complementing some existing mobility options while competing with others. The 
purpose of this research study is to investigate the adoption of three active travel modes—
namely walking, cycling and bike-sharing—in a joint modeling framework. The analysis is 
based on an adaptation of the stages of change framework, which originates from the health 
behavior sciences. The development of both univariate and bivariate ordered probit models 
provides well-needed insights into individuals’ preparedness to adopt multiple active modes 
as a function of personal, neighborhood and psychosocial factors. The joint model structures 
reveal different levels of interdependence among active mobility choices. The strongest 
positive association is found for walking and cycling adoption, whereas other joint model 
effects are less evident. Identifying strongly with active mobility, experiences with 
multimodal travel, possessing better navigational skills, along with supportive local 
community norms are the factors that appear to drive the joint adoption decisions. This study 
contributes to the understanding of how decisions within the same functional domain are 
related. Further investigation into these complementary decision processes will help to 
design policies that promote active mobility by identifying positive spillovers and joint 
determinants. 
Keywords: stages of change, sharing mobility, active mobility, joint modeling, ordered 
probit  
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1 Introduction 
The overarching goal of sustainable travel campaigns is to reduce carbon emissions arising from 
widespread single-occupancy vehicle use. In recognition of the strong evidence for tangible well-
being and community-oriented outcomes of active mobility (Handy, van Wee, & Kroesen, 2014; 
Page & Nilsson, 2017; Singleton, 2018), research on designing behavior change interventions that 
encourage the adoption of these modes has flourished in the past decade. For instance, the degree 
to which social norms influence transportation decision-making processes is the focus of many 
recent studies demonstrating how ‘soft policy’ approaches, based on behavioral economic and 
psychological theory, could be more effective than built environment interventions or financial 
incentives (Heinen & Handy, 2012; Heinen, van Wee, & Maat, 2010; Riggs, 2017). 
Nonetheless, various internal (e.g. car dependence, physical fitness) and external (e.g. 
safety hazards, urban form) barriers could make travel by nonmotorized modes infeasible, 
resulting in the likely undermining of behavior change campaigns (Heinen & Ogilvie, 2016; Ruiz 
& Bernabé, 2014; Zuniga, 2012). These barriers, as well as motivators, of adoption are also likely 
to vary by mode, suggesting that analyzing ‘active travel’ as a general category limits the 
applicability and scope of derived policy conclusions. Moreover, the proliferation of micro-
mobility innovation, fueled by online platforms and mobile-enabled access, is making new 
alternatives available to urban travelers for short-distance trip-making (Heineke, Kloss, Scurtu, & 
Weig, 2019; Zarif, Pankratz, & Kelman, 2019). This richer choice environment has spurred a range 
of questions regarding how shared travel modes might interact with equally feasible traditional 
options. 
In accordance with the above viewpoints, this research study investigates the adoption of 
walking, cycling, and bike-sharing, with the aim to determine both specific obstacles and 
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facilitating factors. Importantly, the adoption decisions are represented not merely as dyadic usage 
but instead as distinct degrees of motivation and volition, a perspective inspired by the 
Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997). Originally developed as a synthesis of 
accumulating trends in cognitive-behavioral therapy practices for smoking cessation, this model 
has been the subject of recent—yet limited—attention in the transportation and sustainability 
literatures (Forward, 2014; Gatersleben & Appleton, 2007; Langbroek, Franklin, & Susilo, 2016; 
Waygood & Avineri, 2016; Stathopoulos et al., 2017). The model posits that individuals fall in 
one of several stages that constitute a sequence of readiness for behavior change, and that 
successful progression through the stages towards a desirable behavioral outcome—such as 
sustainable travel mode adoption—requires the implementation of stage-specific processes of 
change. For example, encouraging individuals to consider a new behavior would require effective 
dissemination of information regarding its benefits, while habit formation necessitates helping 
relationships to support the desired change, the source of which could be an individual’s social 
network (Friman, Huck, & Olsson, 2017). 
It is likely that active travel choices function as either complements or substitutes to one 
another, so ignoring these relationships in regression-based modeling could lead to inaccurate 
representations of potential modality style changes. Therefore, it is important to capture the 
correlation between, for instance, level of adoption of walking in tandem with cycling, to study 
behavior change readiness and determine whether these decisions are jointly or independently 
motivated. Moreover, this allows a deeper study of common determinants of adopting different 
active modes that would yield important insights for practical promotion efforts. The contributions 
of this paper are therefore threefold. First, it expands on the exploration of jointness of adoption 
decisions in the travel behavior literature through bivariate ordered probit models. Second, it 
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expands the growing body of socio-psychological inquiries into active travel adoption through 
stage-based frameworks. Third, for the complementary decisions we identify joint determinants 
that underpin adoption and thus should be emphasized. Connecting the stage-of-change analysis 
of innovation adoption with joint modeling of active modes affords distinct insights into the 
process of change, as well as how this might differ across similar modes based on the significance 
and magnitude of covariates included in the final statistical models. 
2 Literature Review 
2.1 Multi-Stage Behavior Change Theory for Active Travel 
From a broad conceptual standpoint, Scheiner (2018) details how the social context and networks, 
habitual behavior, lifestyle, and major life events/transitions are key pillars of the behavior change 
process. Anagnostopoulou, Bothos, Magoutas, Schrammel, and Mentzas (2018) overview existing 
persuasive strategies for inducing change in mobility patterns, such as social comparison to foster 
competitiveness among participants as well as simulation to offer risk-free virtual experimentation 
of new behaviors. Meanwhile, Andersson, Hiselius, and Adell (2018) propose a framework for 
designing behavior change support systems that combines the following four theories: Diffusion 
of Innovations, Transtheoretical Model (TTM), Gamification, and Theory of Planned Behavior. 
This latter review emphasizes that travel behavior change campaigns should be theory-driven to 
allow for comparison of findings across contexts. That being said, theoretical integration and the 
process of choosing the most appropriate theory to guide policy and practice are still greatly 
debated among researchers (Bamberg, 2013; Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2009).  Nonetheless, one 
of the primary reasons why the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997), and the more 
recent Stage-Model of Self-Regulated Behavioral Change (Bamberg, 2013), are garnering recent 
attention as effective tools for promoting pro-environmental behavior such as car use reduction 
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and sustainable mobility adoption (Handy et al., 2014; Keller, Eisen, & Hanss, 2019) is their focus 
on understanding the process of behavioral change. Additionally, multi-stage frameworks have a 
greater capacity to capture the translation of intention into behavior compared to the more widely-
used Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991) and Value-Belief-Norm Theory (Stern, Dietz, 
Abel, Guagnano, & Kalof, 1999), which have been repeatedly criticized for their lack of 
explanatory power on this matter. Accordingly, the corresponding statistical models that delineate 
stage-specific determinants of readiness for—or resistance to—change offer more reliable 
guidance on the design of policy interventions (Winters, Davidson, Kao, & Teschke, 2011). 
It is imperative, however, that transportation researchers be aware of conceptual and 
empirical shortcomings within the source literature. Importantly, in a comprehensive review of the 
Transtheoretical Model, Armitage (2009) concludes the following: (a) there is a lack of 
longitudinal research studies that demonstrate the benefits of employing a multi-stage framework 
over a two-phase model that only considers whether an individual does or does not perform a 
specific behavior—similar to the discrete choice experiment approach for investigating traveler 
decision-making—and (b) the proposed cognitive-behavioral processes of change in the original 
framework are noticeably understudied as design principles for stage-specific interventions. On 
the latter point, only a few transportation research studies explicitly address this component of the 
TTM (Biehl, Ermagun, & Stathopoulos, 2018, 2019; Parkes, Jopson, & Marsden, 2016), though 
research by Thigpen, Driller, and Handy (2015) finds that attitudinal variables outperform barriers, 
travel attributes, and personal characteristics in statistical models of campus cycling adoption. 
Example processes include consciousness raising, defined as the extent to which people integrate 
information about a new behavior, and social liberation, defined as the realization that the social 
norms are evolving in support of behavioral change (Prochaska, Redding, & Evers, 2008). Thus, 
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despite the noted shortcomings of its applications, the TTM encapsulates both a novel market 
segmentation approach and holistic learning process that, with proper data collection and analysis, 
could be easily implemented and investigated to more precisely determine individuals’ orientations 
towards changing their travel behaviors and establish strategies that are better aligned with their 
motivations, opportunities, and abilities to change.  
2.2 Joint Probit Models in Transportation Research 
The motivation for using joint (ordered) probit models is to capture the correlation between two 
or more dependent variables, such as the use of different travel modes. This is useful when it is 
hypothesized that a significant relationship exists between two dependent variables. For the sake 
of brevity, we review only the most relevant transportation applications employing some form of 
the multivariate probit model to demonstrate the importance of capturing ‘jointness’ among related 
travel behaviors. Characterizing and quantifying this type of relationship is becoming increasingly 
important in parallel with the emerging Mobility-as-a-Service phenomenon (Mulley, 2017), which 
depends on understanding the complementarity or substitutability of alternatives comprising a 
mobility package. 
Beginning with bivariate ordered models (as opposed to multivariate models), Yamamoto 
and Shankar (2004) investigate the injury severity levels for multiple individuals involved in 
single-vehicle accidents. In many cases, police reports contain only the most severe injury as well 
as the driver’s injury severity. The main advantage of utilizing a joint modeling framework here 
is the potential for inferring the injury severity level of multiple individuals in a vehicle even in 
the absence of full-information. The resulting probit model estimated the correlation between the 
dependent variables finding this to be moderately significant and positive; a univariate model 
would have overlooked this critical relationship. Anastasopoulos, Karlaftis, Haddock, and 
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Mannering (2012) utilize a bivariate ordered probit model to investigate factors affecting 
household automobile and motorcycle ownership in Athens, Greece. The authors hypothesize that 
significant correlation exists between these two motorized modes because of potential trip 
substitutability and shared unobserved characteristics. The cross-equation correlation of mode 
error terms in the final model is estimated to be moderately significant and negative, supporting 
the notion that travel mode ownership should be investigated holistically rather than as a series of 
independent phenomena. Guo, Bhat, and Copperman (2007), meanwhile, investigate the 
relationship between motorized and nonmotorized mode use as an outcome of improvements to 
the built environment. Their model indicates that “increased bikeway density and street network 
connectivity have the potential to promote more nonmotorized travel to supplement individuals' 
existing motorized trips” (p. 1). 
Other transportation research studies utilize multivariate probit models to explore the 
relationship of more than two seemingly related travel behaviors. For instance, in a study by Choo 
and Mokhtarian (2008), adoption and consideration processes of different travel-related strategies 
are investigated, namely (a) maintenance and increase of travel, (b) reduction in travel, and (c) 
major location or lifestyle changes. Given that individuals could (and frequently do) consider more 
than one of the latter strategies simultaneously, a joint modeling approach is expected to be more 
conceptually realistic and empirically accurate. The authors found the observed correlations 
among the three strategies to be significant, therefore justifying the validity of the methodological 
framework for this research context. Golob and Regan (2002) use California-based survey data to 
construct a multivariate probit model that identifies attributes impacting the propensity of the 
trucking industry to adopt a number of available information technologies. Joint estimation among 
the seven presented technologies within the choice model points to simultaneous adoption of pairs 
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of technologies by companies, again demonstrating how services might be packaged together for 
additional user benefit. Becker, Loder, Schmid, and Axhausen (2017), meanwhile, examine car 
ownership, car-share enrollment, and two types of transit subscriptions—namely restricted and 
full access to the network—to capture shared attributes underlying decision-making processes. 
Results suggest that ‘mobility portfolios’ should be constructed based on traveler’s attitudinal 
dispositions as well as situational variables that either permit flexibility or induce restrictions on 
feasibility sets for mode choice. Specifically, car-share enrollment appears to strongly complement 
restricted transit access. Finally, Tang, Zhen, Cao, and Mokhtarian (2018) show that, during high-
speed rail trips, various activities jointly contribute to the ‘positive utility’ of travel, depending on 
the trip purpose. 
All in all, had the strategies in the above studies been considered as a set of independent 
decisions, important interdependencies would have been overlooked, leading to decreased insights 
for crafting tailored policy measures to encourage change across interrelated travel behaviors of 
interest. 
3 Survey and Travel Diary Analysis 
3.1 Survey Method 
An online survey was distributed to users of the Amazon MTurk platform across major metro areas 
in six Midwestern states. The overall objective was to collect information on respondents’ socio-
demographic, travel behavioral, psychographic, and geographic characteristics to assess which of 
these are useful for distinguishing among stages of readiness to adopt three active travel modes: 
walking, cycling, and bike-sharing. More details on the survey instrument are provided in Biehl et 
al. (2018). Notably, the inclusion of the trip diary information in this study required updates to the 
data preparation process, resulting in a smaller sample size of 826 responses. 
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3.2 Stage of Adoption Analysis 
Each survey respondent is assigned to a stage of change for each travel mode investigated based 
on indirect assignment questions (see Appendix as Table 7). Originally, the employed staging 
algorithms followed the TTM and sorted individuals into one of six stages, but due to some small 
membership totals, the authors merged adjacent stages to produce four-stage frameworks for 
walking, cycling, and bike-sharing adoption. The resulting stages are: Precontemplation (PC), 
Contemplation (C), Preparation (P), and Action-Maintenance (A-M). The identification steps 
between walking/cycling and bike-sharing differ, however, since the latter is an emerging form of 
shared mobility that must be supplied by a service provider, as opposed to being more fully within 
an individual’s autonomy to use (Tab. 7). The stage membership breakdown is displayed in Figure 
1. A key observation is that Precontemplation has the highest membership while Preparation has 
the lowest membership in all frameworks. 
Figure 1. About Here 
3.3 Travel Diary Analysis 
To collect information regarding travel habits, respondents were asked to complete a ‘weekly 
travel diary’ representing the number of trips typically made across eight travel modes and three 
trip purposes, for the mode that covered the greatest distance of any routine trip. Respondents were 
asked to select one of the five frequency intervals; this information is summarized in Table 1. We 
can see that drive alone is the most frequently used mode across all purposes, in contrast to bike-
sharing as the least frequently used. It is important to note that the number of individuals in the 
Action-Maintenance stage for bike-sharing differs from the number of individuals claiming to use 
this mode according to the average weekly trip diary. This is because the stage assignment 
algorithm does not preclude the consideration of access/egress instances involving bike share. 
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Finally, compared to the work/school context, passenger/carpool and walking are more common 
for shopping and leisure trips, whereas ride-hailing and cycling are utilized more in leisure 
contexts. For the purpose of modeling, the categorical trip frequencies were converted into 
continuous measures such that the corresponding trip-making values are represented by the 
midpoint of each respective category: 0, 1.5, 4, 7.5, and 12 respectively. While an imperfect 
depiction of actual trip-making behavior, this approach is adequate in this research context since 
the values represent comparative trip-making propensities. The average weekly trip-making 
propensity for each respondent was computed for each mode and trip purpose.1 
Table 1. About Here 
A measurement of multimodality, which is postulated to be an indicator of willingness to 
change behavior (Heinen, 2018), has been generated using the trip diary information based on 
recommendations by Diana and Pirra (2016). The modified Shannon entropy index (OM_MI) is a 
measure of variability that accounts for the maximum observed mode frequency. This index falls 
along the unit interval, where values closer to one indicate stronger multimodality. The equation 
is given below, where 𝑛 is the total number of modes considered, 𝑀 is the maximum reported 
frequency across all modes and 𝑓$ is the frequency of the 𝑖th mode: OM_MI =+ , 𝑓$𝑛𝑀 -1 + ln 2𝑀𝑓$ 3456$78  (1) 
Another indicator of multimodality, Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, has been tested. Nonetheless, 
due to the conceptual similarity between different indicators of multimodality, only the modified 
                                               
1 A key feature of the survey is that respondents were asked to consider each origin-destination movement as a single 
trip instance, i.e. distinguish between home-work and work-home commutes. Therefore, respondents were removed 
if their trip totals were less than 7.5 (i.e. the value if a person makes one roundtrip per workday) or greater than 70 
(i.e. making more than 10 trips per day over an entire week is suspicious). Respectively, this led to the removal of 73 
and 15 respondents from the original sample. While other bounds of ‘reasonable behavior’ could be derived using 
different approaches, the current method is appropriate for identifying responses that might be inaccurate (e.g. from 
not following survey directions) or accurately represent atypical mobility trends. 
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Shannon entropy index has been selected for inclusion in the final statistical models to avoid 
multicollinearity. 
3.4 Psychological Factors 
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is applied to explore the general constructs of Active Travel 
Disposition and Environmental Spatial Ability, namely the psychosocial constructs most likely to 
affect the mode decision. The factor identification builds on work featured in Biehl et al. (2019), 
whereas the current EFA solutions advanced on the previous work in three ways. First, we removed 
items whose loadings were below 0.45 after varimax rotations, resulting in three new single-item 
measures in addition to the ones comprising travel satisfaction and built environment perceptions 
scales. Second, the number of factors per individual scale remains the same apart from Active 
Travel Disposition, which now consists of two identity constructs as well as one representing 
personal norms; that is, two (overlapping) classes of identity-related items, namely how active 
travel interventions might impact (a) the individual and (b) the local community, are distinguished. 
Third, factor scores were calculated using all scale items, rather than just those with loadings 
meeting the specified threshold requirement, employing the tenBerge scoring method as explained 
in the psych package document in R (Revelle, 2016). For the sake of brevity, we save the discussion 
of factor interpretations for Section 5, restricted to only those statements and constructs appearing 
as significant in the final models. The items comprising each factor are included in Tables 8-11 in 
the Appendix, including full sentences of the psychometric statements defining each item. 
4 Statistical Methods 
Bivariate ordered regression (and choice) models are a natural extension of their univariate 
counterparts, where the coefficients for different behaviors are simultaneously estimated with an 
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unrestricted correlation matrix of the random error terms (Sajaia 2008; Greene & Hensher, 2010). 
In this study, bivariate specifications are used to capture the potential connections between the 
stages of adoption decision-making for travel by privately owned bike, shared bike and walking. 
The ordinality of the dependent variable is accounted for through a latent continuous 
variable 𝑦$∗ which is defined through a censoring approach as follows: 
𝑦$ = ⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 𝑦8 𝑖𝑓 𝑦$∗ ≤ 𝜇8𝑦A 𝑖𝑓 𝜇8 < 𝑦$∗ ≤ 𝜇A⋮𝑦DE8𝑦D ⋮𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑓 ⋮𝜇DE8 < 𝑦$∗ ≤ 𝜇D𝜇D < 𝑦$∗  (2) 
Here, 𝑦$∗ is a continuous latent variable, 𝑦$ is the ranked (or ordinal) choice observed and 𝜇8 to 𝜇D 
are a vector of threshold parameters to be estimated. It is also assumed that the latent variable 𝑦$∗ 
is unbounded, with 𝜇F being −∞ and 𝜇DI8 being +∞. The resulting latent regression model has 
the familiar structure: 𝑦$∗ = 𝜷K𝒙$ + 𝜀$, where 𝑖 = 1, …	 , 𝑛 (3) 
where 𝑛 is the total number of individuals, 𝜷 is a vector of coefficients, 𝑥$ are independent 
variables and 𝜀$ is the error term of a specified distribution, typically either logistic or normal. The 
resulting probability on which the log-likelihood is estimated is presented below: 𝑃(𝑦$ = 𝑗|𝒙$) = 𝐹X𝜇Y − 𝜷K𝒙$Z − 𝐹X𝜇YE8 − 𝜷K𝒙$Z, where 𝑗 = 0, 1,…	, 𝐽 (4) 
Here, 𝐹 is the selected cumulative distribution function (CDF), typically either logistic for an 
ordered logit or normal for an ordered probit model. 
It is important to restrict every 𝜇YE8 to be less than 𝜇Y to ensure that the above probability 
is positive for every 𝑗. Extending to bivariate ordered regression models, the multiple equation 
specification is: 𝑦$,8∗ = 𝜷8K 𝒙$,8 + 𝜀$,8, where 𝑦$,8 = 𝑗 if 𝜇YE8 < 𝑦$,8∗ < 𝜇Y and 𝑗 = 0,…	, 𝐽8 𝑦$,A∗ = 𝜷AK 𝒙$,A + 𝜀$,A,      where     𝑦$,A = 𝑗      if      𝛿YE8 < 𝑦$,A∗ < 𝛿Y      and     𝑗 = 0,…	, 𝐽A (5) 
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X𝜀$,8, 𝜀$,AZ~𝑁(𝟎,𝑹) 
where 𝑹 is an unrestricted correlation matrix of random errors and 𝛿Y, similarly to 𝜇Y, is a threshold 
parameter to be estimated. The above specification is presented in probit form due to the 
computational burden of higher-order integration, even for the two dimension case (Greene & 
Hensher, 2010). In a bivariate setting, the correlation matrix 𝑹 is a 2x2 matrix as presented below: 
𝑹 = 21 𝜌𝜌 13 (6) 
The resulting joint probability, which is the probability that enters the log likelihood for 
estimation, is: 𝑃X𝑦$,8, 𝑦$,Ac𝒙$,8, 𝒙$,AZ =															dΦAfX𝜇Y − 𝜷8K 𝒙$,8Z, X𝛿g − 𝜷AK 𝒙$,AZ, 𝜌h − ΦAfX𝜇YE8 − 𝜷8K 𝒙$,8Z, X𝛿g − 𝜷AK 𝒙$,AZ, 𝜌hi											−fΦAfX𝜇Y − 𝜷8K 𝒙$,8Z, X𝛿gE8 − 𝜷AK 𝒙$,AZ, 𝜌h −ΦAfX𝜇YE8 − 𝜷8K 𝒙$,8Z, X𝛿gE8 − 𝜷AK 𝒙$,AZ, 𝜌hi (7) 
where ΦA represents the joint cumulative distribution function. For more detailed treatment of 
ordered models, we refer readers to Greene and Hensher (2010). 
5 Modeling Results 
The main goal of this study is to uncover the potential connections between the stages of adoption 
decision-making for travel by various active modes, namely privately-owned bike, shared bike and 
walking. These mode adoption dynamics are captured here through the correlation between the 
decision-making processes of active mode dyads. The estimation process uses the package 
bioprobit (Sajaia, 2008) in Stata (StataCorp, 2017), which calculates full-information maximum 
likelihood estimates of joint bivariate regression models. 
As a reference, separate models are estimated and refined for each of the three modes, 
using the fuller 4-stage adoption representation as a base. This ensures fundamental understanding 
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of which variables are significant for each of the adoption processes, prior to the inclusion of 
correlation terms representing joint dynamics between alternatives. Subsequently, each model is 
condensed down to a 2-stage process (i.e. dependent variable) that represents a more parsimonious 
adoption representation of non-usage vs. usage. This also has the advantage of checking for 
inconsistent results that may require adjusting the 4-stage base models to be used in the joint 
estimation. The ensuing sets of models, therefore, represent the joint decision-making process for 
either the 2- or 4-stage representations of readiness to adopt active travel modes. The variable 
nomenclature and definitions are provided in Table 2. 
Table 2. About Here 
5.1 Univariate Ordered Base Models 
Table 3 presents the single mode 4-stage ordered probit models used as reference to determine 
significant covariates of each stage-of-change process. The models are estimated using the oprobit 
package (StataCorp, 2017). Generally, the cycling and walking models have better fit and are 
explained by a larger number of covariates, compared to the bike-sharing model. These models 
result from extensive specification testing where the final structure includes only coefficients that 
are significant to the 0.05 level of significance along with the complete set of stage thresholds 𝜇Y. 
The results for the independent mode choices indicate that the decision to travel more by private 
bicycle and walking are affected by the number of vehicles in a household (compared to not 
owning any private cars), whereas that for using a shared bicycle is not. These observations are in 
line with the literature, such as the findings by Cervero and Duncan (2003) on trip choice. The 
number of bicycles in a household, as expected, favors the increased use of private bicycle, while 
not having any significant impact on the choice to use bike-sharing. One observation frequently 
seen in the literature is that the lack of a driver’s license results in a higher propensity for walking 
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(Clark & Scott, 2013; Copperman & Bhat, 2007). Here, lacking a driver’s license entails belonging 
in a later stage of the decision-making process for walking trips. Living in the suburbs, compared 
to urban or hybrid regions, leads to a lower likelihood of making trips by private bicycle or walking 
(Pucher & Dijkstra, 2000; Pucher, Garrard, & Greaves, 2011). Gender only affects the process 
associated with private cycling, with no apparent effect on higher frequency use of shared bicycle 
or walking. Employment and education, on the other hand, influence the decision-making stages 
for walking trips, with the coefficient for full-time employment being negative whereas that of 
higher education is positive. Unsurprisingly, higher working time flexibility affects the process of 
decision making positively for shared bicycle trips. As for the adjusted Shannon entropy index, 
this is positive and significant in all three models, indicating that each active travel mode is 
associated with multimodal behavior, though most strongly for both cycling cases. 
Table 3. About Here  
Regarding latent factors, we observe that self-identity (i.e. the concept of seeing active 
mobility as a  reflection of oneself and embodied ideals) is significant for all three modes, implying 
that utilizing active travel modes is in part a consequence of identity-behavior congruence that is 
evidenced in previous studies related to specific (Fielding, McDonald, & Louis, 2008; Johe & 
Bhullar, 2016) and general (Carfora, Caso, Sparks, & Conner, 2017; van der Werff, Steg, & Keizer, 
2013; Walton & Jones, 2018; Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010) pro-environmental behaviors. In 
addition, place identity, which “describes a person’s socialization with the physical world” and 
derives from the processes of identification, cohesion and satisfaction with place (Uzzell, Pol, & 
Badenas, 2002), appears in both biking models. This finding suggests that individual-environment 
congruence, an important foundation for well-being (Knez & Eliasson, 2017; Moser, 2009), is 
fundamental to the adoption of habitual cycling behaviors, which may be due to the fact that this 
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mode is not traditionally associated with dedicated ‘travel space’ in comparison to walking and 
driving. Meanwhile, social identity, or the “emotional meanings attached to identification with a 
social group which in turn leads to co-operative intra-group behavior” (Uzzell et al., 2002, p. 28), 
is significant only for walking. One plausible explanation for this finding is that individuals value 
routine pedestrian behavior because they experience stronger cohesion with local community 
members (French et al., 2014; Wilkerson, Carlson, Yen, & Michael, 2012), which translates into 
stronger identification with neighborhood-based activities. Personal norm development is also 
critical for walking and bike-sharing, thus aligning with other research studies demonstrating the 
importance of moral-based decision-making in relation to sustainable travel behaviors (Bamberg, 
Hunecke, & Blöbaum, 2007; Chorus, 2015; Keizer, Sargisson, van Zomeren, & Steg, 2019; 
Klöckner & Blöbaum, 2010; Lind, Nordfjærn, Jørgensen, & Rundmo, 2015). Finally, whereas 
pedestrians tend to exhibit more confidence in having reliable mental maps, a greater openness to 
learning new behaviors is associated with cycling adoption; both findings relate to the 
consciousness raising process of change mentioned earlier in this paper. 
Taking a closer look at the threshold values, it is observed that, in the models for cycling 
and bike-sharing, one of the three thresholds is insignificant at 0.05 level of significance with 
respective t-statistic values of 1.32 and 0.42 respectively. The remaining two thresholds within 
each of the two models are highly significant, however. For the model associated with walking 
trips 𝜇j is significant at the 90% level. These insights may be an indication that for cycling, be it 
private or shared, the adoption decision-making would be more clearly defined by three stages. 
For walking trips there is stronger evidence for a distinct 4-stage adoption process. 
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5.2 Bivariate Ordered Models 
Models presented in the previous subsection did not account for potential correlation between the 
error terms. Tables 4-6 thus present six joint bivariate ordered models based on modal comparison; 
that is, (1) cycling vs. walking, (2) cycling vs. bike-sharing, and (3) bike-sharing vs. walking. 
Within each comparison, all combinations of 2-stage and 4-stage decision making processes are 
accounted for: whereas the 2-stage adoption representation mirrors a simple yes/no adoption, the 
4-stage process mirrors a more complete representation of the underlying behavior change process.  
While all combinations of 2-stage and 4-stage mode adoption models were investigated, 
the 4-stage models serve as a reference for this study because the extended number of stages are 
found to better characterize stage-tailored policy guidance. In the following paragraphs, 
abbreviations are used to represent each dependent variable, with the mode followed by the number 
of stages considered (e.g. Walking-2 represents a dyadic walking adoption process). 
According to Horowitz’ ρ2 test, with a single exception, all bivariate models provide a 
better fit than their respective individual mode counterparts. That is, the test indicates that the 
bivariate model for Cycling-4 and Walking-4 provides a better fit than either of the univariate 
models for Cycling-4 and Walking-4, for instance. The exception is the bivariate model for 
BikeSharing-4 and Walking-2, where the univariate model for Walking-2 has a better fit than the 
bivariate model. As for the separate models some of the model thresholds are found to be 
insignificant, e.g. for the model of Cycling-2 and BikeSharing-4. These observations suggest that 
some adoption processes might be better characterized by using fewer stages than presented here. 
This partially contrasts with the general observation that 4-stage representations produce more 
significant coefficients. The AIC and BIC are used to refine the intra-model selection but not to 
compare across mode combination models as these fit indices cannot be used to compare structures 
with distinct outcome variables. 
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5.2.1 Cycling vs. Walking 
The joint model clearly suggests a complementarity between these two modes, irrespective of the 
number of stages employed in the behavior change framework. The error term correlations are also 
the strongest of the three pairwise comparisons, which might be due to the higher control 
respondents have over cycling and walking adoption compared to the uptake of a mobility service 
such as bike share. To expound, the correlations between Cycling-2 and Walking-2 and between 
Cycling-2 and Walking-4 are 0.550 and 0.539, respectively, whereas the correlations between 
Cycling-4 and Walking-2 and between Cycling-4 and Walking-4 are somewhat lower at 0.411 and 
0.448. This suggests that travel behavior change campaigns should focus on promoting both forms 
of active mobility, where cycling would cover longer trip distances within specified time 
constraints compared to walking. An important observation is that a number of the significant 
variables from the univariate models become insignificant in this joint setting for both cycling and 
walking. This result suggests a new variety of ‘omitted variable’ problem when reducing active 
mobility adoption models to a simple polarity between user and non-user (Biehl et al. 2019). 
Instead, more insight about drivers of change are revealed when multiple stages are represented. 
The detailed stage representation indeed offers insights for tailoring policies to different population 
segments, particularly considering joint identity as a walker and biker, and the importance of 
navigational skills for fostering biking and walking.  
5.2.2 Cycling vs. Bike-Sharing. 
Although the two biking modes might be expected to exhibit the strongest error term correlations, 
only the joint models that consider four stages for cycling present significant albeit weak positive 
correlations, with values of 0.207 and 0.169 for 2- and 4-stage representations of readiness to adopt 
bike share. This positive correlation supports a conjectured complementary relationship between 
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private and public bike usage, where ownership of a private bike does not appear to diminish 
interest in shared bike adoption. This complementarity between different forms of biking is also 
observed by Castillo-Manzano, Castro-Nuño, and López-Valpuesta (2015) and Biehl et al. (2019). 
Further analysis of longitudinal observations would be needed to reveal if this ‘jointness’ between 
biking adoption decisions is more likely to be triggered by private biking leading to more openness 
to use public bikes, or vice-versa. Interestingly, the joint biking decisions are driven more by 
psychological factors than by socio-demographics of users compared to other bivariate models. 
The most important joint determinants for biking decisions relate to multi-modality, an active 
mobility identity grounded in both self-concept and the local community, and an orientation 
towards travel variety. Particularly, in line with longitudinal observations by Heinen (2018), more 
multimodal mobility styles help individuals move up the adoption ladder for both private and 
shared biking. The results suggest that agencies and communities seeking to promote cycling will 
need to heed the symbolic nature of the decision to use both owned and shared bicycles, and the 
community contexts. The path towards more established biking habits, either as independent or 
joint processes appear to be driven by similar factors centered on identity and adaptable mobility 
styles.  
5.2.3 Bike-Sharing vs. Walking. 
When examining the separate models, shared bike use and walking appear to be the least 
overlapping processes. The joint model results confirm that there is no consistent evidence of 
positive complementarity, nor of substitution, between the bike-sharing and walking adoption 
processes. Walking-2 and Bike-Sharing-2, even exhibit a weak, yet significant negative correlation 
of magnitude -0.168. The finding is intuitive given that these two modes are the furthest apart in 
terms of skills and ownership structure, and the significant error correlation arising from the 2-
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stage (i.e. use vs. non-use) structure possibly suggests the substitutability of these modes for leisure 
trips. It is also worth noting that all but the multimodal indicator is insignificant at alpha = 0.05 
for bike share, though schedule flexibility and variety-seeking are on the threshold of significance. 
The negative correlation for the 2-stage model is likely a spurious finding due to the lack of 
covariate explanatory power. However, when usage of either mode is viewed as a 4-stage process, 
thus distinguishing levels of contemplation and preparation, the results closely follow the related 
separate model structures. Hence, the critical cognitive and behavioral processes associated with 
adoption of bike-sharing and walking are consistent and confirm that they operate as independent 
choices. 
Tables 4-6 About Here. 
6 Summary, Implications and Future Research 
With the rise of multimodalism to match the convenience of private car ownership, there is a 
growing need to consider the adoption of different modes as parallel, rather than independent, 
processes. The objective of this paper is to investigate the relationships between active travel 
adoption behaviors, represented via stage-of-change model structures driven by a number of 
individual, psychological and neighborhood dynamics. Examining the bivariate ordered probit 
model results and the correlation between the mode dyad error terms, results point to the following 
general findings. Walking and cycling present consistent complementarity across the bivariate 
models and thereby needs to be viewed as a joint adoption process. The main linkage for these 
decisions is grounded in the active transportation identities and the sense of neighborhood 
belonging of travelers. The two cycling decisions (private cycling and bike-sharing) can be viewed 
as a joint decision-making process only when a 4-stage framework is analyzed for the former 
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mode, which might suggest that regular bike-sharing users will more readily consider owning and 
using their own bicycles in the future, compared to the reverse direction of causality.  
Finally, walking and bike-sharing adoption processes are generally independent of one 
another, with weak and debatable evidence of substitution when only a yes/no framework is 
employed. In conjunction with the significant predictor variables describing active travel mode 
adoption, these findings suggest guidelines for the theory-driven design of behavior change 
campaigns that encourage sustainability via a range of possible mobility service packages. 
This work has implications for understanding the broader emerging topic in the psychology 
literature of behavioral spillover. This phenomenon describes the situation in which the adoption 
of one behavior influences the likelihood of adopting additional behaviors that share a common 
goal, such as pro-environmentalism (Galizzi & Whitmarsh, 2019). For example, Evans et al. 
(2012) find that it is more effective to motivate car share users to recycle by targeting the shared 
goal of ‘protecting the environment’ as opposed to offering a monetary incentive. Lanzini and 
Thøgersen (2014), however, conclude not only that financial compensation strategies are more 
effective at encouraging both adoption and spillover compared to verbal reinforcement of ‘green’ 
values, but also that the initial target behavior induced other pro-environmental behaviors only 
when they were considered low-cost, low-effort actions. Thus, although critical for understanding 
the mechanisms of lifestyle change, the processes underpinning behavioral spillover are not well 
understood, and research has yet to illuminate sound policy recommendations, let alone consistent 
methodological guidelines (Galizzi & Whitmarsh, 2019). 
Although analyzed at an aggregated level via the stages of change, this study produces 
evidence of potential pathways for motivational spillover effects within the same behavioral 
domain through a joint modeling framework. More specifically, commonalities among the ordered 
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probit models could indicate principal psychological mechanisms underlying the potential for 
‘positive spillover’ in the domain of active mobility, notably the multiple dimensions of identity 
explored in the survey, in that the adoption of one behavior would influence the adoption, or 
intention to adopt, a related behavior, as membership in a specific stage is a ‘decision’ whether or 
not a traveler is consciously aware of it. To expound, identity change has been conjectured to be 
critical for promoting complementary behaviors in an effort for individuals to achieve consistency 
between their self-concept and past/future behaviors (Lauren, Smith, Louis, & Dean, 2019; Nash 
et al., 2017), though there remains considerable ambiguity surrounding how to best design 
interventions around this construct (Carrico, Raimi, Truelove, & Eby, 2018). Thus, this paper 
presents a novel conceptualization of the Transtheoretical Model—and other stage-based 
frameworks—through its ability to encapsulate, with the correct statistical models, varying degrees 
of readiness for engaging in a new behavior, in addition to the corresponding sources of motivation 
to change. 
Future research is needed to deepen and expand this work along the following dimensions. 
First, as done in (Becker et al., 2017), the probit formulation could be extended with the capacity 
to model any combination of dependent variable types, so that adoption behaviors could be 
explored jointly with, for instance, latent factor scores corresponding to constructs not included in 
the final models. Second, the current models assume homogeneous threshold effects for the 
coefficients, which might be implausible given the notion of tailored policy that coincides with 
multi-stage behavior change theory. This would mean, for example, that multimodal tendencies 
are more impactful for distinguishing Contemplation and Preparation as opposed to other adjacent 
stages. Third, data collection and modeling should account for a wider set of travel behaviors, 
along with the longitudinal nature of the adoption process, to shed light on potential non-linearity 
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or variability defining adoption processes. Lengthy delaying of behavior change decisions, or 
sinusoidal patterns of growth and reduction based on the comparative attractiveness of competing 
non-sustainable travel behaviors—mainly private car use—needs to be better represented in the 
parallel stage-of-change framework. Importantly, with panel data, it would be possible to capture 
true spillover at the individual level while tracking more in-depth spillover patterns through stage 
membership across multiple behaviors. This would provide well-needed insights into, as Dolan 
and Galizzi (2015) highlight, how the maintenance of multiple, possibly conflicting, identity goals 
might result in behavioral substitution patterns, e.g. permitting oneself to go for a leisure drive on 
the weekend (achievement of social status) after cycling during the week for the work-home 
commute (maintain physically active lifestyle). Finally, due to estimation issues with the 
associated indicator variable, the (perceived) accessibility of bike share is not accounted for in the 
models. This likely impacts the results, to a certain degree, for the corresponding 2-stage scenarios 
that ignore a respondent’s willingness to consider using this mode if it was introduced into his or 
her local community. However, keeping in mind that the none of the psychosocial variables were 
derived from items specific to bike share, it is conceivable that their significance (or lack thereof) 
are not impacted by this omission. 
All in all, the modeling approach and empirical results presented in this paper demonstrate 
the usefulness of further developing stage-based frameworks to explore more realistic decision-
making protocols and designing behavior change interventions that address the interrelations 
among travel-related choices. 
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Appendix 
Table 7. Delineation of the stages of change for three active travel modes. 
Table 8. Three-factor solution for Active Travel Disposition scale. Loadings above 0.45 are 
bolded. 
Table 9. Two-factor solution for Environmental Spatial Ability scale. Loadings above 0.45 are 
bolded. 
Table 10. Four-factor solution for Sense of Community scale. Loadings above 0.45 are bolded. 
Table 11. Four-factor solution for Psychological Well-Being scale. Loadings above 0.45 are 
bolded.  
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Table 1. Number of respondents corresponding to frequency categories across all travel modes and 
trip purposes. 
 TRIP PURPOSE 
TRAVEL MODE Work/School Trip Frequencies Shopping Trip Frequencies Leisure Trip Frequencies 
0 1-2 3-5 6-9 10+ 0 1-2 3-5 6-9 10+ 0 1-2 3-5 6-9 10+ 
Drive Alone/SOV 254 102 214 91 165 138 395 224 37 32 250 374 150 28 24 
Passenger/Carpool 673 85 47 14 7 456 190 70 7 3 406 320 83 13 4 
Ride-hailing 757 51 15 1 2 767 52 3 2 2 638 164 23 0 1 
Bike-sharing 803 17 5 1 0 813 11 2 0 0 771 44 10 0 1 
Cycle 686 81 38 8 13 655 140 25 3 3 440 283 81 19 3 
Bus 708 59 36 13 10 728 76 16 4 2 703 101 18 3 1 
Rail 741 39 20 8 18 769 47 7 3 0 697 108 13 7 1 
Walk 633 76 61 22 34 465 238 89 20 14 261 311 179 42 33 
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Table 2. Names and definitions of probit model covariates besides the extracted factor variables. 
Nomenclature Definition 
Num Vehicle i 
Number of vehicles owned by a household; if 𝒊 or more, then the value is accompanied by a + 
sign 
Base: 0 vehicles 
Num Bicycle i 
Number of bicycles owned by a household; if 𝒊 or more, then the value is accompanied by a + 
sign 
Base: 0 bicycles 
No License Dummy variable indicating that individual does not have a driver’s license 
Suburban 
Dummy variable indicating that individual lives in a suburban area, in comparison to urban or 
‘hybrid’ areas 
Female Dummy variable indicating that individual is female 
Full-time Worker Dummy variable indicating that individual is a full-time employee 
Full-time Student Dummy variable indicating that individual is full-time student 
College Degree Dummy variable indicating that individual has attained a college degree 
Flexible 
Dummy variable indicating that individual has some time flexibility in his or her schedule, 
compared to “maybe” or “no flexibility” 
Travel Variety 
“The idea of adding variety to my travel habits is appealing to me.” 
1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree 
Travel Satisfaction 
“I am satisfied with the choices I make regarding my travel.” 
1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree 
Travel Boredom 
“I tend to feel bored while traveling.” 
1 = Strongly agree to 5 = Strongly disagree 
Street Infrastructure 
Perceived quality of local street infrastructure 
1 = Terrible to 5 = Excellent 
Pedest. Infrastructure 
Perceived quality of local pedestrian infrastructure 
1 = Terrible to 5 = Excellent 
Mental Map 
“I am confident in my knowledge of where places are in my neighborhood and how to get to 
them.” 
1 = Strongly disagree to 7 = Strongly agree 
Multimodal 
Adjusted Shannon entropy index for multimodalism (OM_MI) 
Continuous: 0=unimodal, …, 1=multimodal 
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Table 3. Ordered probit models independently estimated for three active modes. 
 Cycling Bike-Sharing Walking 
Number of Observations 826 826 826 
Log-Likelihood at zero -1145.08 -1145.08 -1145.08 
Final Log-Likelihood -932.19 -948.93 -904.08 
ρ2 0.150 0.084 0.143 
AIC 1,896.38 1,915.86 1,848.16 
BIC 1,971.85 1,958.31 1,942.49 
Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Num Vehicle 1 -0.657 -4.26   -0.813 -4.36 
Num Vehicle 2 -0.993 -6.17   -1.037 -5.50 
Num Vehicle 3+ -0.891 -4.72   -0.919 -4.38 
Num Bicycle 1 0.901 7.49     
Num Bicycle 2 1.002 7.91     
Num Bicycle 3+ 1.066 7.59     
No License     0.886 4.00 
Suburban -0.318 -3.48   -0.287 -3.17 
Female -0.263 -3.18     
Full-time Worker     -0.223 -2.35 
Full-time Student     0.546 3.01 
College Degree     0.233 2.44 
Flexible   0.200 2.08   
Travel Variety 0.167 3.60 0.134 2.93   
Travel Boredom     0.116 2.60 
Street Infrastructure     -0.120 -2.56 
Pedest. Infrastructure     0.212 4.37 
Mental Map     0.120 2.76 
Self-Identity 0.129 3.06 0.129 3.01 0.131 2.98 
Place Identity 0.090 2.05 0.160 3.66   
Social Identity     0.123 2.90 
Personal Norms   0.197 4.41 0.220 4.83 
Life Satisfaction     -0.128 -2.89 
Open to Learning 0.126 2.81     
Multimodal 0.337 7.14 0.325 7.38 0.194 4.14 µ8  -0.685 -4.43 0.036 0.42 -1.300 -6.54 µA  0.194 1.32 0.792 8.87 -0.759 -3.87 µj  0.719 4.97 1.185 12.65 -0.376 -1.91 
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Table 4. Bivariate probit model of joint cycling vs. walking adoption across stage-of-change 
frameworks. 
Dependent Variable 1 Cycling-2 Cycling-2 Cycling-4 Cycling-4 
Dependent Variable 2 Walking-2 Walking-4 Walking-2 Walking-4 
Number of Observations 826 826 826 826 
Log-Likelihood at zero -1145.08 -1717.62 -1717.62 -2290.16 
Final Log-Likelihood -725.25 -1,197.13 -1,329.10 -1,788.91 
# alternatives 4 8 8 16 
ρ2 0.34 0.28 0.21 0.20 
Horowitz’ ρ2 vs. single mode sig sig sig sig 
AIC 1,518.50 2,466.27 2,730.20 3,653.82 
BIC 1,678.86 2,636.07 2,900.00 3,833.06 
Cycling Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Num Vehicle 1 -0.689 -3.20 -0.707 -3.30 -0.669 -4.39 -0.670 -4.43 
Num Vehicle 2 -1.148 -5.08 -1.170 -5.20 -1.013 -6.39 -1.020 -6.49 
Num Vehicle 3+ -1.013 -3.88 -1.028 -3.97 -0.901 -4.83 -0.911 -4.92 
Num Bicycle 1 1.941 6.59 1.930 6.59 0.963 8.13 0.966 8.20 
Num Bicycle 2 2.048 6.83 2.078 6.95 1.052 8.42 1.084 8.77 
Num Bicycle 3+ 2.142 6.92 2.147 6.96 1.108 8.26 1.121 8.59 
Suburban   -0.205 -1.69 -0.326 -3.58 -0.324 -3.58 
Female -0.229 -2.13 -0.231 -2.18 -0.270 -3.42 -0.283 -3.72 
Travel Variety 0.165 2.70 0.166 2.71 0.173 3.83 0.162 3.69 
Self-Identity 0.193 3.24 0.185 3.12 0.129 3.06 0.132 3.14 
Place Identity 0.138 2.31 0.131 2.23 0.076 1.81   
Open to Learning   0.014 0.24 0.116 2.72 0.114 2.75 
Multimodal 0.350 6.09 0.349 6.11 0.330 7.13 0.330 7.18 
Walking Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Num Vehicle 1 -0.697 -3.35 -0.833 -4.46 -0.693 -3.41 -0.824 -4.58 
Num Vehicle 2 -0.943 -4.45 -1.049 -5.54 -0.943 -4.57 -1.045 -5.75 
Num Vehicle 3+ -0.974 -3.92 -0.930 -4.38 -0.961 -3.97 -0.930 -4.54 
No License 0.911 3.88 0.955 4.71 0.902 3.75 0.944 4.59 
Suburban -0.409 -3.61 -0.293 -3.27 -0.424 -3.74 -0.308 -3.44 
Full-time Worker   -0.196 -2.16 -0.074 -0.67 -0.176 -1.98 
Full-time Student 0.575 2.91 0.514 3.02 0.574 2.98 0.502 3.09 
College Degree 0.345 3.06 0.266 2.96 0.328 2.89 0.247 2.81 
Travel Boredom 0.126 2.51 0.106 2.54 0.133 2.63 0.109 2.66 
Street Infrastructure -0.136 -2.49 -0.134 -3.02 -0.100 -1.81 -0.098 -2.24 
Pedest. Infrastructure 0.186 3.33 0.202 4.33 0.169 3.02 0.177 3.91 
Mental Map   0.090 2.15 0.098 1.91 0.100 2.42 
Self-Identity   0.133 3.06 0.093 1.84 0.137 3.18 
Social Identity   0.094 2.29 0.044 0.88 0.103 2.53 
Personal Norms 0.162 3.24 0.159 3.68 0.142 2.72 0.124 2.83 
Life Satisfaction   -0.091 -2.15 -0.081 -1.56 -0.087 -2.11 
Multimodal 0.179 3.19 0.218 4.64 0.188 3.36 0.231 4.92 
Other Coefficients Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
ρ  0.550 9.24 0.539 10.48 0.411 8.10 0.448 10.65 µmnopqrs,8  1.681 5.44 1.668 5.43 -0.662 -4.38 -0.663 -4.42 µmnopqrs,A      0.209 1.46 0.207 1.46 µmnopqrs,j      0.736 5.21 0.733 5.24 µtupvqrs,8  -0.191 -0.89 -1.274 -6.40 -0.191 -0.90 -1.267 -6.58 µtupvqrs,A    -0.734 -3.74   -0.725 -3.83 µtupvqrs,j    -0.351 -0.73   -0.345 -1.83 
Note: Bold ρ value indicates significant correlation between error terms. The coefficients for the mixed-stage scenarios 
are shown in gray as they are less central to the interpretation of results. 
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Table 5. Bivariate probit model of joint cycling vs. bike-sharing adoption across stage-of-change 
frameworks. 
Dependent Variable 1 Cycling-2 Cycling-2 Cycling-4 Cycling-4 
Dependent Variable 2 BikeSharing-2 BikeSharing-4 BikeSharing-2 BikeSharing-4 
Number of Observations 826 826 826 826 
Log-Likelihood at zero -1145.08 -1717.62 -1717.62 -2290.16 
Final Log-Likelihood -677.12 -1,279.02 -1,274.67 -1,874.59 
# alternatives 4 8 8 16 
ρ2 0.39 0.24 0.24 0.17 
Horowitz’ ρ2 vs. single mode sig sig sig sig 
AIC 1,400.27 2,608.05 2,599.35 3,803.18 
BIC 1,508.75 2,725.96 2,717.26 3,930.52 
Cycling Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Num Vehicle 1 -0.619 -2.74 -0.707 -3.30 -0.669 -4.39 -0.648 -4.24 
Num Vehicle 2 -1.075 -4.53 -1.170 -5.20 -1.013 -6.39 -0.964 -6.03 
Num Vehicle 3+ -0.930 -3.42 -1.028 -3.97 -0.901 -4.83 -0.858 -4.56 
Num Bicycle 1 1.790 6.09 1.930 6.59 0.963 8.13 0.873 7.37 
Num Bicycle 2 1.933 6.42 2.078 6.95 1.052 8.42 0.970 7.74 
Num Bicycle 3+ 2.094 6.67 2.147 6.96 1.108 8.26 1.052 7.57 
Suburban -0.255 -2.02 -0.205 -1.69 -0.326 -3.58 -0.306 -3.37 
Female   -0.231 -2.18 -0.270 -3.42 -0.255 -3.10 
Travel Variety 0.132 2.06 0.166 2.71 0.173 3.83 0.166 3.58 
Self-Identity 0.178 2.94 0.185 3.12 0.129 3.06 0.129 3.06 
Place Identity 0.162 2.46 0.131 2.23 0.076 1.81 0.094 2.14 
Open to Learning   0.014 0.24 0.116 2.72 0.128 2.88 
Multimodal 0.341 5.73 0.349 6.11 0.330 7.13 0.341 7.21 
BikeSharing Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Flexible 0.310 2.20 -0.833 -4.46 -0.693 -3.41 0.209 2.21 
Travel Variety 0.126 2.08 -1.049 -5.54 -0.943 -4.57 0.144 3.15 
Self-Identity   -0.930 -4.38 -0.961 -3.97 0.126 2.94 
Place Identity   0.955 4.71 0.902 3.75 0.157 3.63 
Personal Norms   -0.293 -3.27 -0.424 -3.74 0.159 3.49 
Multimodal 0.401 7.49 -0.196 -2.16 -0.074 -0.67 0.335 7.63 
Other Coefficients Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
ρ  0.121 1.51 0.001 0.01 0.207 3.39 0.169 3.53 µmnopqrs,8  1.654 5.22 1.665 5.23 -0.698 -4.54 -0.672 -4.42 µmnopqrs,A      0.183 1.26 0.210 1.46 µmnopqrs,j      0.708 4.94 0.730 5.16 µwqvxyzu{qrs,8  1.248 9.61 0.036 0.42 1.250 9.73 0.045 0.52 µwqvxyzu{qrs,A    0.792 8.87   0.798 9.02 µwqvxyzu{qrs,j    1.185 12.66   1.191 12.84 
Note: Bold ρ value indicates significant correlation between error terms. The coefficients for the mixed-stage scenarios 
are shown in gray as they are less central to the interpretation of results.
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Table 6. Bivariate probit model of joint bike-sharing vs. walking adoption across stage-of-change 
frameworks. 
Dependent Variable 1 BikeSharing-2 BikeSharing-2 BikeSharing-4 BikeSharing-4 
Dependent Variable 2 Walking-2 Walking-4 Walking-2 Walking-4 
Number of Observations 826 826 826 826 
Log-Likelihood at zero -1145.08 -1717.62 -1717.62 -2290.16 
Final Log-Likelihood -770.23 -1,251.06 -1,372.30 -1,852.34 
# alternatives 4 8 8 16 
ρ2 0.30 0.25 0.18 0.18 
Horowitz’ ρ2 vs. single mode sig sig insig vs. Walking-2 sig 
AIC 1,594.46 2,560.12 2,802.60 3,766.68 
BIC 1,721.81 2,696.91 2,939.38 3,912.89 
BikeSharing Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Flexible 0.275 1.95* 0.286 2.02 0.189 1.97 0.192 2.00 
Travel Variety 0.118 1.95* 0.120 1.99 0.131 2.89 0.133 2.92 
Self-Identity   0.081 1.39 0.130 3.03 0.130 3.01 
Place Identity   0.096 1.59 0.162 3.70 0.162 3.70 
Personal Norms   0.079 1.30 0.197 4.41 0.196 4.40 
Multimodal 0.393 7.29 0.394 7.34 0.326 7.37 0.326 7.37 
Walking Parameters Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
Num Vehicle 1 -0.667 -3.18 -0.803 -4.28 -0.674 -3.21 -0.807 -4.30 
Num Vehicle 2 -0.920 -4.30 -1.033 -5.45 -0.930 -4.34 -1.037 -5.46 
Num Vehicle 3+ -0.922 -3.72 -0.916 -4.35 -0.935 -3.75 -0.920 -4.36 
No License 0.875 3.44 0.897 4.08 0.881 3.47 0.904 4.10 
Suburban -0.417 -3.64 -0.297 -3.28 -0.409 -3.56 -0.292 -3.23 
Full-time Worker   -0.217 -2.28 -0.099 -0.86 -0.219 -2.31 
Full-time Student 0.586 2.82 0.532 2.94 0.600 2.88 0.540 2.98 
College Degree 0.285 2.40 0.225 2.36 0.295 2.49 0.233 2.44 
Travel Boredom 0.134 2.54 0.114 2.56 0.132 2.48 0.112 2.50 
Street Infrastructure   -0.116 -2.48 -0.115 -2.02 -0.119 -2.55 
Pedest. Infrastructure 0.202 3.52 0.211 4.36 0.203 3.51 0.213 4.39 
Mental Map   0.114 2.61 0.111 2.08 0.119 2.75 
Self-Identity   0.131 2.98 0.093 1.80 0.130 2.96 
Social-Identity   0.125 2.94 0.072 1.41 0.125 2.92 
Personal Norms 0.224 4.20 0.220 4.82 0.224 4.21 0.220 4.82 
Life Satisfaction -0.114 -2.10 -0.127 -2.87 -0.117 -2.15 -0.129 -2.91 
Multimodal 0.150 2.70 0.194 4.13 0.151 2.72 0.194 4.13 
Other Coefficients Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. Coeff. t-stat. 
ρ  -0.168 -2.19 -0.099 -0.22 -0.088 -0.20 -0.055 -0.15 µwqvxyzu{qrs,8  1.215 9.38 1.226 9.42 0.026 0.30 0.029 0.34 µwqvxyzu{qrs,A      0.781 8.72 0.785 8.76 µwqvxyzu{qrs,j      1.175 12.50 1.178 12.55 µtupvqrs,8  -0.219 -0.99 -1.301 -6.48 -0.217 -0.99 -1.298 -6.48 µtupvqrs,A    -0.760 -3.84   -0.757 -3.83 µtupvqrs,j    -0.377 -1.90   -0.374 -1.89 
Note: Bold ρ value indicates significant correlation between error terms. The coefficients for the mixed-stage scenarios 
are shown in gray as they are less central to the interpretation of results. *Borderline significance at alpha = 0.05. 
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Table 7. Delineation of the stages of change for three active travel modes. 
Identification Steps Response Result Stage 
Walking and Cycling 
Which statement best describes your average weekly 
walking/cycling behavior as a primary mode of 
travel, considering all travel purposes? 
I have never contemplated 
making a routine trip using this 
mode 
See Row 2 --- 
I have contemplated making a 
routine trip using this mode See Row 3 --- 
I use this mode for at least one 
routine trip See Row 4 --- 
Is walking/cycling as the primary means of travel a 
realistic alternative for any routine trip? 
No Assignment Precontemplation 1 
Yes Assignment Precontemplation 2 
Do you expect to use walking/cycling as the primary 
means of travel for a routine trip in the near future? 
No Assignment Contemplation 
Yes Assignment Preparation 
How long have you been walking/cycling for a 
routine trip? 
 
Less than one year Assignment Action 
One year or longer Assignment Maintenance 
Bike-sharing 
Assuming “good weather,” would you expect to use 
bike share at least once per week? 
Yes Assignment Action-
Maintenance 
No Next Step --- 
Would you ever contemplate using this mode? 
Yes Next Step --- 
No Assignment Precontemplation 
Is bike share currently accessible to you? 
 
~ & ~ 
 
What is the likelihood of using bike share in the next 
six months? (5-point Likert scale) 
No & 1-2 on Likert scale Assignment Contemplation 1 
Yes & 1-2 on Likert scale Assignment Contemplation 2 
No & 3-5 on Likert scale Assignment Preparation 1 
Yes & 3-5 on Likert scale Assignment Preparation 2 
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Table 8. Three-factor solution for Active Travel Disposition scale. Loadings above 0.45 are 
bolded. 
Statement: Strongly disagree to Strongly agree 
Personal 
Norms 
Place 
Identity 
Self-
Identity 
1. It weighs on my conscience if I do not use active transportation for a trip when it is a 
reasonable alternative. 
0.630 0.171 0.244 
2. Finding more opportunities to travel using active transportation is meaningful to me. 0.831 0.282 0.232 
3. I think it is right to take advantage of opportunities for me to travel using active 
transportation. 
0.664 0.333 0.263 
4. I feel I should attempt to integrate more trips by active transportation into my weekly 
travel patterns. 
0.679 0.269 0.327 
5. Investment in active transportation infrastructure in my neighborhood would make me 
feel valued in society. 
0.407 0.662 0.361 
6. Investment in active transportation infrastructure would distinguish my neighborhood 
from others nearby. 
0.214 0.684 0.296 
7. Increased availability of active transportation would make me more capable of traveling 
where I need. 
0.360 0.514 0.348 
8. Increased availability of active transportation would create a neighborhood that aligns 
more with how I view myself. 
0.395 0.576 0.503 
9. Greater popularity of active transportation could make me feel pressured to change how 
I travel. 
0.228 0.306 0.459 
10. Greater popularity of active transportation would give me a greater sense of pride in my 
neighborhood. 
0.307 0.556 0.603 
11. Participating in more active transportation would allow me to adhere more strongly to 
personal values. 
0.423 0.378 0.720 
12. Participating in more active transportation would increase my confidence in being able 
to enjoy my ideal lifestyle. 
0.440 0.430 0.651 
SS Loadings 3.004 2.525 2.398 
Proportion of variance explained 0.250 0.210 0.200 
Cumulative variance explained 0.250 0.461 0.661 
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.94    
Tucker Lewis index = 0.971    
RMSEA index = 0.063    
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Table 9. Two-factor solution for Environmental Spatial Ability scale. Loadings above 0.45 are 
bolded. 
Statement: Strongly agree to Strongly disagree 
Spatial 
Orientation 
GPS Tech 
Affinity 
1. I am good at giving directions.* 0.805 -0.102 
2. I easily get lost when traveling in an unfamiliar area. 0.810 -0.166 
3. I have trouble understanding directions. 0.825 -0.072 
4. I am good at reading maps.* 0.764 -0.097 
5. I prefer someone else to do the travel planning for trips in unfamiliar areas. 0.692 -0.068 
6. I do not have a good mental map of my local environment. 0.573 -0.031 
7. I could easily travel to a new location without on-the-go access to GPS technology.* 0.726 -0.298 
8. I am confident in my abilities to use GPS technology.* 0.328 0.568 
9. It is important to be able to access information on the Internet while traveling. -0.134 0.626 
10. I enjoy trying out new routes to familiar destinations.* 0.491 0.150 
11. I am easily stressed when I feel lost during travel. 0.609 -0.130 
12. More often than not, I depend on GPS technology to help me travel. -0.374 0.712 
13. GPS technology has allowed for more variety in my everyday travel. -0.075 0.747 
14. I feel that I get more accomplished because of technology. -0.103 0.738 
SS Loadings 4.795 2.510 
Proportion of variance explained 0.342 0.179 
Cumulative variance explained 0.342 0.522 
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87   
Tucker Lewis index = 0.948   
RMSEA index = 0.062   
*Indicates reverse scoring 
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Table 10. Four-factor solution for Sense of Community scale. Loadings above 0.45 are bolded. 
Statement: Strongly agree to Strongly disagree Community 
Cohesion 
Descriptive 
Norms 
Social 
Identity 
Confidence 
1. Neighborhood members and I value the same things. 0.644 0.279 0.195 0.256 
2. Being a member of my neighborhood makes me feel good. 0.689 0.158 0.386 0.201 
3. I put a lot of time and effort in being a part of my neighborhood. 0.312 0.229 0.766 0.187 
4. Being a member of my neighborhood is an important part of my identity. 0.307 0.246 0.767 0.210 
5. I fit in very well with the people in my neighborhood. 0.672 0.230 0.335 0.232 
6. I enjoy interacting with other neighborhood residents. 0.558 0.178 0.440 0.237 
7. Local development trends make me feel more confident about the future of my 
neighborhood. 
0.335 0.274 0.208 0.704 
8. Local development trends make me feel more confident about my own future. 0.267 0.213 0.234 0.863 
9. My neighborhood has symbols of membership such as signs, art, architecture, 
logos, and landmarks that people recognize. 
0.280 0.472 0.129 0.115 
10. People in my neighborhood have similar needs, priorities, and goals. 0.567 0.347 0.159 0.198 
11. People in my neighborhood embrace innovation in transportation services. 0.225 0.758 0.150 0.149 
12. The local government successfully meets the needs of my neighborhood. 0.388 0.481 0.068 0.228 
13. Growth in active transportation use is a priority in my neighborhood. 0.084 0.778 0.251 0.162 
SS Loadings 2.636 2.176 1.898 1.688 
Proportion of variance explained 0.203 0.167 0.146 0.130 
Cumulative variance explained 0.203 0.370 0.516 0.646 
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.92     
Tucker Lewis index = 0.963     
RMSEA index = 0.060     
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Table 11. Four-factor solution for Psychological Well-Being scale. Loadings above 0.45 are 
bolded. 
Statement: Strongly disagree to Strongly agree Life 
Satisfaction 
Open to 
Learning 
Perseverance Autonomy 
1. In most ways my life is close to ideal. 0.894 0.089 0.135 0.063 
2. I am satisfied with my life. 0.917 0.086 0.132 0.020 
3. So far I have been able to obtain the things I want in life. 0.858 0.124 0.120 0.036 
4. If I could live my life over, I would change almost nothing. 0.636 0.079 0.070 0.164 
5. My decisions are usually not influenced by what everyone else is doing. 0.108 0.064 0.183 0.630 
6. I judge myself by what I think is important, not by the values of what others 
think is important. 
0.103 0.154 0.137 0.612 
7. In general, I feel I am in charge of what is happening in my life. 0.578 0.225 0.157 0.282 
8. I have been able to build a healthy lifestyle that is much to my liking. 0.626 0.243 0.224 0.127 
9. I am interested in activities that could give me a new perspective in life. 0.134 0.780 0.059 0.090 
10. I enjoy being in new situations that require me to rethink my habits. 0.130 0.726 0.113 0.049 
11. My life has been a continuous process of learning, changing, and growth. 0.218 0.422 0.299 0.249 
12. I do not set ambitious goals for myself because I am afraid of failure.* 0.267 0.177 0.648 0.176 
13. When trying to learn something new, I tend to give up if I am not initially 
successful.* 
0.138 0.134 0.780 0.213 
14. I try to learn new things, even when they look too difficult for me. 0.106 0.438 0.346 0.256 
SS Loadings 3.715 1.729 1.435 1.113 
Proportion of variance explained 0.265 0.123 0.103 0.080 
Cumulative variance explained 0.265 0.389 0.491 0.571 
Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87     
Tucker Lewis index = 0.970     
RMSEA index = 0.047     
*Indicates reverse scoring 
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Figure 1. Stage-of-change membership breakdown for three active travel modes. 
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